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LETTER FROM  
THE CEO
I am very proud to announce Carlsberg Group as the 
case company for the 2019 CBS Case Competition 
Global. It is my hope that the case challenge will 
expand your business knowledge and will allow for 
you to apply your academic and professional skills. 
I equally look forward to learning from your insights 
and solutions as I truly believe that great ideas can 
come from anywhere and anyone. 

Since the beginning in 1847, we still follow our Found-
er’s unwavering belief in quality, perfection, and the 
importance of science to continuously perfecting the 
art of brewing beer and solving global challnges. We 
focus on our brands and the art of brewing, excite our 
consumers with quality brews and great experiences 
and take pride in continuously striving to improve at 
everything we do. We are brewing for a better today 
and tomorrow. 

2018 was a fantastic year for Carlsberg Group. Among 
the highlights, we announced two profit upgrades and 
launched new sustainable innovations including the 
Snap Pack, which reduces plastic usage in our 6-pack 
packaging though innovative glue technology. But we 
can always do better and must leverage the newest 
technologies and innovations to be even more agile 
and competitive in the future. 

To do this, Carlsberg Group has embarked on a digital 
transformation journey, which plays an essential role 
in our business strategy – SAIL’22. Going digital is 
not just about increasing business efficiency, but even 
more importantly about delivering even more extra-
ordinary customer experiences. 

Your challenge is thus to explore how Carlsberg can 
further disrupt traditional on-trade channels, such as 
bars, restaurants, and cafes in order to digitally engage 
with our consumers and ensure further revenue growth 
in the European region. 

I am thrilled to see what innovative ideas are generated 
by all the participating young talents. 

Thank you for your time and hard work!

Best regards,
Cees ‘t Hart
CEO, Carlsberg Group 
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differentiate themselves and pilot new services to 
customers and build brands.

Brewing for a better today & tomorrow 
As the world’s third largest brewery, Carlsberg has 
been on an impressive growth trajectory since its foun-
dation in 1847. Although this growth has, to a large 
degree, come from successful acquisitions, the values 
and mission set out by the founding family – to brew 
for a better today and tomorrow – are still upheld to 
this day. This is evident in the ownership structure, in 
which the Carlsberg Foundation owns a majority of 
voting shares and spends profits on scientific develop-
ment and societal contributions. Brewing for a better 
tomorrow also entails an ambitious sustainability pro-
gramme Together Towards ZERO. Carlsberg Group has 
committed to improving the environmental impact of 
its breweries by removing the carbon footprint entirely 
and reducing water usage by 50% by 2030. Over the 
past three years, Carlsberg has completed a successful 
round of cost-cutting to improve operational efficiency 
and is now ready to invest in its group-wide strategy 
aiming at securing future growth.

Challenges in the European stronghold
To sustain and fulfil these ambitions, Carlsberg must 
find a way to stay relevant in its core region, Western 

Europe, where mature economies and limited econom-
ic growth mean that mainstream beer categories are 
seeing very low or flat volume growth rates. 

An integral part of how to do this revolves around the 
continuous development of a leading position within 
on-trade. This is not only because this is where the 
greatest value-add for brewers is found, but because 
on-trade channels, like bars, are unique channels 
where Carlsberg delivers its brew and serves the prom-
ise of fresh and cold beer and where the brands are 
built. Therefore, the question you are asked to solve is 
the following: 

“How can Carlsberg differentiate and 
disrupt the on-trade scene, or find other 
high-value channels, to secure a 5% 
revenue growth in Europe by 2022.”

You are tasked with formulating a three-year business 
plan, which should be scalable across Europe to allow 
Carlsberg to deliver on these goals. This will require 
innovative thinking, and you are encouraged to be 
creative. Additionally, a successful proposal should be 
in line with Carlsberg’s purpose and ambitions. 

onsumer preferences are developing faster 
than ever. Beer has always played an 
important role in many social settings and 

is often seen as a catalyst for people to share impor-
tant moments, whether with colleagues after work, 
with friends in a restaurant or with a large crowd at 
a concert. As the preferred alcoholic beverage across 
the globe, beer brands are part of national culture and 
identity. But with the global health and wellness trend 
on the rise, consumers are increasingly choosing other 
ways to share these moments, in an attempt to lower 
their consumption of alcohol. When they do consume 
alcohol, Western European consumers are increasingly 
choosing categories traditionally perceived as more 
luxurious, such as various hard liquors or wine – a 
category that has seen impressive growth in recent 
years. In addition, within the beer category, consumers 
are increasingly moving towards more premium brews, 
putting pressure on the well-known, mainstream 
brands that account for the majority of beer consump-
tion in Europe. 

With limited population increase and slow economic 
growth, these factors mean that beer brewers in devel-
oped countries across the world, particularly in Europe, 
must adapt their strategy and adopt new ways of 
working in order to stay relevant with consumers.

Important changes in recent years
In recent years, the beer industry has consolidated  
significantly, through a wave of horizontal mergers  
and acquisitions. This is done to leverage scale, 
resulting in a few very large, cash generative players 
operating globally. At the other end of the spectrum, 
an increasing number of small breweries are popping 
up across Europe, catering to the demand for unique, 
local beer experiences. 

The industry is generally separated into two sub- 
segments: off-trade and on-trade. Off-trade refers to 
beer sold through an intermediary, such as supermar-
kets, wholesalers and retail stores, but not consumed 
on premise. On-trade refers to the sale of beer for  
immediate consumption, such as in bars, hotels 
and restaurants where beverages are consumed on 
premise. While most beer is sold through off-trade, 
the greater willingness to pay a premium in on-trade 
channels means that this segment represents the 
majority of the market value. Beyond higher prices, 
on-trade also has other advantages. Due to breweries 
being closer to the final consumer, this segment is 
also the most promising when attempting to under-
stand consumption patterns better – something many 
breweries are attempting to do with various digital 
solutions. It is also where breweries are best able to 

SETTING 
THE STAGE

“How can Carlsberg differentiate and disrupt the  
on-trade scene, or find other high-value channels,  
to secure a 5% revenue growth in Europe by 2022.”
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GLOBAL 
BEER 
MARKET

he global beer market is valued at 510 bn 
EUR with a volume of 180 bn liters of beer. 
The global volume is expected to grow at 

1,3% CAGR towards 2023, with almost all growth in 
the developing markets of Asia, Latin America and 
Africa, where people are increasingly consuming beer 
and wine instead of hard spirits, and increasing overall 
consumption due to rising wealth. The more mature 
markets of Europe and North America are expected 
to experience volume growth rates of less than one 
percent. While beer represents less than a tenth of 
total beverage consumption by volume – the largest 
categories being coffee and water – it represents more 
than 20% of value. 

While beer brands are, to a large extent, still local – 
most global volume is from relatively small national 
brands – the industry has seen vast consolidation in 
the past 20 years with the three largest global brewers 

accounting for almost 50% of global volume. The 
consolidation of the market has mainly been driven 
by M&A activity by the major players, perhaps best 
exemplified by the fact that five out of the world’s 
six largest breweries 20 years ago have since merged 
to become Carlsberg’s largest global competitor, the 
Belgium based AB-Inbev. One of the main reasons 
for this consolidation has been to achieve the neces-
sary scale to stay profitable in the competitive beer 
market, but also to gain access to new markets, as 
most markets are dominated by local brands. Another 
important characteristic of the beer industry is that 
marketing plays a huge role, with brewers spending a 
large share of revenue on marketing and advertising. 
Generally, breweries spend between 5% and 10% of 
revenues on marketing. This money is typically spent 
on TV adverts and sponsorships of sports teams,  
music festivals and the like.

184,7 184,2 182,3 181,6 182,4

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

GLOBAL BEER VOLUME 
BILLION LITERS

466 474 530 511 517

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

GLOBAL BEER MARKET VALUE
BILLION EUR

AGRICULTURE

-

 

BREWING BOTTLING DISTRIBUTION

Delivering beer directly to bars 

... and picking up empty kegs

Beer is 
delivered to 
a warehouse. 

DELIVERY

On-trade

Off-trade

Retailers distribute 
to the stores 
themselves.
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WESTERN 
EUROPE

39 39 39 40 40

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

BEER VOLUME 
BILLION LITERS

The Western European market is highly mature, with a 
value of 140bn EUR and a volume of 386 bn liters. Unlike 
the global market, there is little or no volume growth in 
most markets. While revenues are growing slightly due to 
price increases and mix effects (consumers choosing more 
expensive brands), it is unlikely that more beer will be sold 
in Western Europe in the years to come. 

This stagnation is mainly driven by macro trends relating 
to ageing demographics, low economic growth and an  
increased health awareness. Furthermore, within alcoholic 
beverages, other categories such as wine, spirits and so-
called RTD products (Ready to Drink), such as premixed 
alcoholic drinks, have experienced more growth than the 
beer segment. Some of these trends do, however, repre-
sent an opportunity. While consumers are becoming more 
health conscious and turning their backs on alcoholic 
drinks, beer stands as a low alcohol alternative to stronger 
spirits and Alcohol Free Brew (AFB) is a rapidly growing 
sub-segment. Finally, the market for craft beers has seen 
an immense development in the past 10 years, with small 
specialty and craft breweries popping up across Europe. 

“It is clear that the way Europeans 
chose to go out is changing. In the 
future we might not just be in pubs, 
we might also be present in coffee 
outlets as well.” 
 CEES ‘T HART
 CEO
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SALES CHANNELS
OFF-TRADE

VOLUME

66%

34%

On-trade
Off-trade

VALUE

7%
5%

64%
24%

On-trade
Hyper- and Supermarkets
Convenience stores
Other

Kiosks Supermarkets

Off-trade sales refer to the sales of typically bottled or canned beer at different retail outlets. 
Two-thirds of beer volume in Western Europe are sold through off-trade channels; however, 
off-trade only represents one-third of revenues. The reason for the very low prices at off-trade 
outlets is twofold. Firstly, consumers are very price sensitive when buying in supermarkets; 
key purchasing criteria are price and visibility of the products on the shelves. Secondly, there 
has been a wave of consolidation within supermarket and hypermarket chains throughout 
Europe. This has led to some significant buying power on behalf of the supermarket chains, 
which have pushed brewers for lower prices in order to stay on the shelves. 

Within off-trade, one recent trend is the increased focus on convenience over price, with 
consumers being willing to pay a premium if the product is available at more locations and at 
odd times, in stores such as 7-eleven or kiosks. 

Convenience  
Stores
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are shaping this development of the on-trade beer 
market. Firstly, consumers are switching from alcohol-
ic to non-alcoholic drinks when going out; the major 
development here is within coffee, where premium 
Italian-style cafes have gained ground throughout the 
continent over the past 20 years. Secondly, within al-
coholic drinks, there is a trend towards products other 
than beer, especially cocktails, but also wine. Finally, 
within the beer category, there is a trend away from 
typical mass-produced pale lagers and towards craft 
and specialty beers, although lagers still represent 
90% of global beer consumption. 

On- and off-trade are not always completely dis-
tinguishable, as demonstrated by a range of mixed 
formats, such as beer on tap placed within hypermar-
kets, or direct beer delivery to end consumers from 
the breweries. A large range of initiatives therefore 
offer synergies between on- and off-trade, as brands 
that perform well in bars and restaurants will also see 
greater sales in off-trade channels.

SALES CHANNELS
ON-TRADE

Bars Restaurants Festivals Night-clubs

On-trade is the sale of beer to consumers which is 
consumed on premise in outlets such as bars, pubs, 
nightclubs, restaurants and the like. On-trade accounts 
for just one-third of Western European volume but 
two-thirds of the value. The reasons for these signif-
icantly higher prices in on-trade than off-trade are 
plentiful: on-trade vendors are able to charge a premi-
um for the service of serving the beer and for a prime 
location – in the city center or at a nice restaurant, for 
example. Furthermore, the social nature of on-trade 
consumption means that the consumer purchasing 
criteria are significantly different at on-trade channels. 
The experience of going out, the atmosphere at the 
place, the look, feel and head of a draught beer as 
opposed to that of a bottled or canned one and finally 
a choice of potentially exotic beers all play a role. 
This is not only due to the different purchasing criteria 
of the end consumer, but also due to the much more 
fragmented nature of the bar market – with most bars 
being owned by a single person – and, finally, because 
of the extra service breweries provide to their on-trade 
customers – this typically involves to-door delivery 
of the beer and picking up of empty kegs. Generally, 
breweries’ margins when selling to on-trade custom-
ers are twice those compared to selling to off-trade 
customers. Beyond higher margins, it is within the on-
trade channels that a brewer’s products are presented 
in their best possible form. 

The Western European on-trade market for food 
and beverages as a whole is growing; however, this 
is not the case for the large breweries. Three trends 

’’The on-trade channel is changing in Europe, 
with dry-led outlets (restaurants, eating places) 
overtaking classic wet-led outlets (pubs, cafes) 
as prime places for brand building. While the 
off-trade channel (retailers, grocery stores) is 
expected to consolidate even further, leading to 
higher pressure on pricing.’’ 
 ANDERS BERING
 VP of Corporate Affairs

“Winning in on-trade has always 
been about superior experience 
for the customer and consumer, 
the big challenge is how to give 
them just that.” 
 CEES ‘T HART
 CEO
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Carlsberg Group world map

Budweiser,  
Stella Artois,  
Corona

Market share:  
30%

Revenue:  
€49,3 bn

Created through the merger of the two largest 
breweries in the world, AB-Inbev and SAB-Miller, 
in 2016. Both were results of long sprees of acqui-
sitions between the largest global brewers. Holds 
a very strong position in North America, South 
America and Africa.

Heineken, Sol, 
Tiger

Market share:  
11%

Revenue:  
€21,9 bn

Like its competitors, Heineken has used M&A to 
achieve its international presence; however, un-
like its competitors, it has placed an emphasis on 
its main brand Heineken throughout its markets. 

Tuborg,  
Carlsberg, Baltika, 
Kronenbourg

Market share:  
7%

Revenue:  
€8,4 bn

Carlsberg’s first major merger was with Denmark’s 
second largest brewer Tuborg in 1970; since then, 
Carlsberg has expanded its international footprint. 
Carlsberg holds a very strong presence in Western 
Europe, Russia and Asia. 

Brewer Largest Financials 2017 Short story

COMPETITIVE 
LANDSCAPE
While Carlsberg faces several important competi-
tors that are limited to one or few local markets, on 
a global level the most important competitors are 
the largest and second-largest brewing companies, 
Belgian AB-Inbev and Dutch Heineken. Together with 
Carlsberg group, they represent 48% of the global 
beer market. As all three have achieved their size 
mainly through acquisitions, they all have very large 
portfolios of both large international brands and small 
local brands. 

The importance of scale in both production, marketing 
and sales is evident from the fact that AB-Inbev has 
significantly higher EBIT margins than the other large 
brewers. The difference is driven by scale in production 
– driving costs down – but also within sales, where 
larger scale translates into better bargaining power 
with large off-trade and on-trade buyers. 

Looking beyond the consolidation that has taken place 
among the major global brewers, the beer industry 
has also seen an opposing trend, namely towards 
smaller and more specialized craft beer producers.  

The number of so-called microbreweries, typically high-
end breweries producing small quantities of premium 
beer, has grown dramatically in the past 10 years. The 
number of microbreweries in Europe grew from less 
than 2000 in 2008 to more than 7000 in 2017. 

Within other categories of alcoholic drinks there is 
significantly less concentration than within beer man-
ufacturing. While there are some major global players 
in the spirits industry, the largest three being Diageo 
(€14,6 bn in revenues), Pernod Ricard (€9,4bn), and 
Smirnoff (€ 5,2bn), the industry is not nearly as consol-
idated as the beer industry. The wine industry is largely 
dominated by small and local players, with the largest 
wine producers having less than 3% of market share. 

Finally, while the beer industry has remained largely 
untouched by the digital disruption that many other 
industries have undergone, some small agile startups 
are creating solutions even within the beer industry. 
Examples include systems to monitor and control the 
alcohol sales live at on-trade venues, disruptive deliv-
ery channels and increased customization. 

“We find competitive pressure coming from two  
directions. Above us in size we have two major cash 
generating players that keep growing in size and 
share of the global market, and below us we have 
small start-up breweries with the agility to come up 
with new tastes, varieties and revenue models.”   

       NANCY CRUICKSHANK 
       SVP Digital Business Tranformation

GLOBAL PRESENCE
OF THE 3 LARGEST 
BEER PLAYERS

EBIT MARGINS  
OF CARLSBERG & ITS 
MAIN COMPETITORS

13,2%
17%

29,2%

GLOBAL MARKET SHARE  
OF CARLSBERG  
& COMPETITORS

7%
11%

30%
52%

Carlsberg Heineken ABInBev
Others
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HISTORY & 
INTRODUCTION  
TO CARLSBERG

oday, Carlsberg is the third largest brewer of beer in the world. It all started 
back in J.C. Jacobsen’s mother’s copper wash basin in 1845, where J.C.  
Jacobsen made his first batch of lager. He had just returned from Munich 

carrying two pots of spaten yeast in a customized hat box. His new lager soon needed 
facilities with a larger cool storage space, and on a hill just outside of Copenhagen, he 
built his new brewery. He named the brewery after his son, Carl, and the Danish word 
for hill, bjerg, and with that, Carlsberg was born in 1847. Driven by his passion for beer 
and interest in natural science, J.C. Jacobsen set out on a lifelong journey to improve the 
quality and experience of beer that would shape the core of Carlsberg. 

J.C. Jacobsen’s passion for beer brewing, but also for science and culture, has engrained 
itself in Carlsberg and the company has a long history of contributing to society and 
supporting both the scientific and cultural fields, with inventions such as the pH scale 
and cultural gifts such as the famous Little Mermaid. Today, Carlsberg is a publicly 
listed company, but the Carlsberg Foundation owns 75% of the votes and 30% of the 
equity; the main objectives are to secure quality through a controlling interest in  
Carlsberg and to give back the dividends from Carlsberg to society.

“Giving back to society has been in the 
DNA of the Carlsberg Group ever since 
our founder J.C. Jacobsen established 
the Carlsberg Foundation back in 1876.”
 FLEMMING BESENBACHER 
 Chairman of Carlsberg Group and Carlsberg Foundation.
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GROWING TO BECOME 
THE WORLD’S 
3RD-LARGEST 
BREWERY
J.C. Jacobsen’s son, Carl, took over as managing director in 1906, 
and the journey to become the third-largest brewery in the world 
began. Until the first half of the 20th century, Carlsberg had con-
tinuous expansion and growth. Most international expansions 
were driven by exports, and the first export department was 
established in 1932. In 1966, the first overseas license was given 
and Carlsberg was brewed outside of Denmark for the first time. 
In the period from 1966 to the 1990s, Carlsberg opened more 
international breweries in Malaysia, the UK and Hong Kong. 
However, in 1990 Carlsberg only had breweries in five countries 
outside of Denmark. In the 2000s Carlsberg undertook a heavy 
international expansion that led to high growth driven by M&A 
activity and growing exports. Beer is a product that is a big part 
of local culture and the consumption of it is shaped by local 
norms, habits and regulations. Additionally, beer is bulky and 
expensive to transport, therefore local production and distribu-
tion is preferred. Local beer brands are usually also engrained 
in a country’s heritage and a source of pride for the country’s 
inhabitants. As a result, it is difficult to enter a new market as an 
international brewer and gain enough market share to achieve 
the necessary scale to be profitable. Therefore, the internation-
al expansion in the beer market has traditionally happened by 
buying the local brands through M&A activity.

1847 1868 1875 1876 1889 1909 1932 1954 1973 1990 2008 2016 2017

First brew  
finished  
– Carlsberg 
founded.

Carlsberg  
begins to  
export.

J.C. Jacobsen 
founds the  
Carlsberg  
Laboratory.

The Carlsberg 
Foundation 
is established 
to manage 
the Carlsberg 
Laboratory 
and to support 
Danish scientific 
research.

Starts exporting 
to Asia.

Invents the  
pH scale.

Carlsberg  
establishes an 
export depart-
ment and regular 
visits to import 
agents are  
initiated.

Bottle agree-
ments are signed 
with companies 
in Ireland, Gibral-
tar and Malta to 
bottle Carlsberg 
beer for their 
local markets.

Carlsberg’s iconic 
tagline ’Probably 
the best beer 
in the world’ is 
created.

Operations in 
Denmark, the UK 
and Malawi, as 
well as minority 
ownership in Fin-
land and Italy. 
International 
mainly driven by 
export.

Carlsberg 
becomes the 
biggest player in 
Russia, with the 
acquisition of 
‘Baltica’.

Cees ‘t Hart  
becomes CEO 
and the new 
strategic direc-
tion is launched 
with ‘SAIL ‘22’.

Carlsberg 
launches  
its new  
sustainability 
program called 
‘Together  
Towards ZERO’.

“In the last two decades, 
Carlsberg Group has 
grown mostly through 
mergers and acquisitions 
of existing breweries 
and beer brands, which 
translates to a high level 
of complexity within the 
company.’’
 LUCAS CICCARELLI
 Director of Strategy

1990
Carlsberg is an international beer brand but 
mainly through export and licensed Brewing.

2008
Carlsberg is a  big international beer brand 
with brewing activity all over Europe and Asia.

+ 50% OWNERSHIP
0-50% OWNERSHIP
JOINT VENTURES
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Building on the values of our founders, we 
are brewing for a better today & tomorrow. 
A better today through our great beers and 
by constantly evolving the art of brewing. 
A better tomorrow by investing in science 
and contributing to society. 

Our purpose tree shows our strong roots 
that make us who we are today, and our 
branches that are growing as our purpose 
guides our way forward.

The roots of the tree represent 
Carlsberg Group’s heritage, which 

includes other brewing companies 
and their founders which were 

acquired by Carlsberg Group. 
The branches and leaves of the 

tree represent Carlsberg Group’s 
current ambitions and priorities.

THE CARLSBERG GROUP

PURPOSE



75% OF VOLUMES
Sold in #1 or 2 markets

TOP 10 MARKETS
~70% of operating profit

TOP 5 MARKETS
~50% of operating profit
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WESTERN EUROPE
Share of Group volumes

Share of Group net revenue
Share of Group operating profit

47%

59%

50%

EASTERN EUROPE
Share of Group volumes

Share of Group net revenue
Share of Group operating profit

24%

17%

22%

ASIA
Share of Group volumes

Share of Group net revenue
Share of Group operating profit

29%

24%

28%

TOP 10 MARKETS

WESTERN EUROPE
#1-2 position in 13 markets

EASTERN EUROPE
#1-2 position in 5 markets

ASIA
#1-2 position in 7 markets

THE GLOBAL 
PRESENCE OF  
CARLSBERG 
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Today, Carlsberg is the third largest international 
brewer, with number 1 or number two positions in 25 
markets across Europe and Asia. Carlsberg’s products 
reach more than 150 markets all across the globe, 
either through local production in Carlsberg-owned 
breweries, licensed brewing or exports. Carlsberg spans 
a portfolio of 140 brands of beer, each with a unique 
character, flavor and history. Carlsberg distinguishes 
between its big international premium brands, which 
are marketed globally, and its local power brands, 
which have a special position in local identities and 
cultures. Even though Carlsberg has some strong 
and powerful international brands, such as Carlsberg, 
Tuborg, Kronenbourg, Somersby and Grimbergen, the 
local power brands are an essential and distinguishing  
element of Carlsberg Group. The local power brands 
harness the power of local identity and culture and 
each has a close relationship with local consumers 
through its history and heritage. These local power 
brands are number one or two in the local markets in 
terms of market-share and represent more than 40% 
of the net beer sales across the Carlsberg Group. Local 
brands as a general category (including non-market 
leading brands) account for more than 70% of net 
revenue.

The local power-brands are not only an important  
part of Carlsberg Group commercially; they also play 
an important role in Carlsberg Group’s organizational  
setup. While Carlsberg subsidiaries have quite a sig-
nificant amount of autonomy in terms of marketing 
and sales strategies for their local power brands, they 
apply the learnings and best practices provided by 
Carlsberg Group. The Group collects insights from 
across all markets to identify common areas of growth 
potential and create synergies in areas such as posi-
tioning, brand experience, innovation and activation. 

Carlsberg Group’s local power brands include brands 
like Ringnes in Norway, Feldschlösschen in Switzerland, 
Falcon in Sweden, ChongQing in China and so on. 

CURRENT  
SETUP OF  
CARLSBERG  
GROUP

NET REVENUE BREAKDOWN 
FROM BRAND TYPE BY REGION

74%
85%

54%

27%
15%

46%

Global brands Local brands

WE EE Asia

“Our local power brands enjoy a high level 
of awareness and a close relationship with 
consumers based on their heritage and 
history. After all, beer is a local product 
and we need to protect the integrity and 
authenticity of our local brands.” 
 LUCAS CICCARELLI
 Director of Strategy

THE POWER OF LOCAL IDENTITY 
IS EVIDENT THROUGH CARLSBERG’S 
LOCAL POWER BRANDS
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Rest

Nordics

Poland

France

UK
Switzerland

STRONG FOOTHOLDS TO LEVERAGE 
BUT ALSO ROOM FOR GROWTH

VOLUME
SPLIT

UK
Carlsberg UK
#4 in the market 
12% national market share
1 breweries

NORDICS
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland
#1 in the market (#2 in Finland)
31-54% national market share
5 breweries

SWITZERLAND
Feldschlösschen
#1 in the market 
41% national market share
1 breweries

FRANCE
Kronenbourg
#2 in the market
28% national market share
1 breweries

POLAND
Carlsberg Polska
#3 in the market
17% national market share
3 breweries

OTHER MARKETS
Italy, Germany, Portugal,  
Baltics, South East Europe
#1-2 in six markets with
17-47% national market share
12 breweries

CARLSBERG’S 
POSITION IN
WESTERN 
EUROPE

1/2 market position
3/4 market position
Export/license
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CARLSBERG 
GROUP’S
STRATEGY
In 2016, a new group strategy was set in place for 
Carlsberg, co-created by the newly appointed CEO 
Cees ‘t Hart and top 60 leaders in the Carlsberg Group. 
The Group had recently experienced a decline in both 
revenue and profitability. Revenue had declined from 
66.5 billion DKK in 2012 to 62.3 billion DKK in 2016. 
Operating profits had likewise dropped from 9.8 billion 
DKK in 2012 to 8.2 billion DKK in 2016. This was the 
outset for the new strategy named SAIL ‘22 – a two-
pronged strategy containing a part called ‘Funding 
the Journey’ followed by the actual growth strategy, 
SAIL ‘22. From 2016-2018 the group would focus on 
the ‘funding the journey’ part, where close to two 
billion DKK in cost savings had to be found across the 
organization. As of today, more than 2.3 billion has 
already been achieved in net benefits from the saving 
program. Half of these savings will be reinvested in 
Carlsberg and the SAIL ‘22 growth Strategy from  
2018-2022.

The SAIL’22 strategic choices are grouped under 
four core themes: “Strengthen the Core”, “Position for 
Growth”, “Excel in Execution”, and “Create a Winning 
Culture”. “Strengthen the Core” is focused on actions 
that will strengthen the core business – that is, seg-
ments such as the local power brands and the big in-
ternational brands, as well as general sales execution 

and the development of a digital mindset across the 
organization. Here, the group has managed to improve 
the gross beer brand contribution by 3% through a 
focus on value management and the launch of premi-
um line extensions for several brands, despite volumes 
being negatively affected by the downsizing in Russia. 

For the “Position for Growth”, three distinct priorities 
for driving top and bottom line growth have been de-
fined: 1) The upsurge in craft & speciality and alcohol 
free-beer categories. 2) The global urbanization trend 
and the recognition of the high degree of consolidation 
in the beer industry in most markets across the globe.
3) Carlsberg’s strong presence in Asia, a region with 
high market growth that can easily be tapped into.

“Excel in Execution” refers to building Carlsberg’s 
capabilities in mastering value management, digitali-
zation, excelling at the point of purchase, winning with 
consumer driven R&D and managing complexity.

“Create a Winning Culture” is the ambition for Carls-
berg to create a team-based, performance-driven 
culture, characterized by a high standard of integrity. 
However, more than that, it is to set high industry 
leading standards within sustainability, public health, 
safety and responsible drinking.

MOST SUCCESSFUL

MOST PROFESSIONAL

MOST ATTRACTIVE

OUR
AMBITION

OUR
PRIORITIES

OUR
PURPOSE

BREWING 
FOR A 
BETTER TODAY
& TOMORROW

WHY WHAT HOWPOSITION FOR GROWTH
Win in growing categories.
Target big cities.
Grow in Asia.

CREATE A WINNING CULTURE
Team-based performance. 
Contribute to a better society.  
Compass (applying our codes and policies).
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“The first two years were about funding the 
journey, finding the money – the next years 
should show growth, not only in the growing 
markets in Asia but also in Europe.” 
 CEES ‘T HART
 CEO

EXCEL IN EXECUTION
Develop superior capabilities that  
will allow us to excel in execution.

STRENGTHEN THE CORE
Leverage our strongholds. 
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UNDERSTANDING 
THE CONSUMER  
THE GLOBAL  
DEMAND  
SPACE MODEL

Carlsberg has developed the Global Demand Space model to understand the end consumer 
of its products. The Global demand space model is a behavioural segmentation tool based 
on consumer research studies in over 40 countries, gathering data from over 130,000  
consumers.

Based on this research the key demand spaces, that is the situations in which consumers 
could demand Carlsberg’s products, were identified. These demand spaces reflect the  
motivations for drinking Carlsberg’s beverages, the reasons for not choosing beer in the 
moments, and the potential for beer in different situations.

Carlsberg aims to have at least one product catering to each demand space in every market. 
As such, the model helps guide Carlsberg in different markets, so that the right products 
and services are offered to the consumer. E.g. the demand space ‘Fueling Fun’ is filled by 
the Tuborg brand which by many is considered a beer for music and concerts. Similarly, the 
premium Belgium Grimbergen is used to fill the space ‘Reward and Indulge’.

“With the demand space model, 
we get a deep understanding of 
consumption within each demand 
space: What do consumers really  
want, why do they want it and 
when.”
 MELTEM KARAHAN
 VP, Consumer Insights, Carlsberg Group
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CORE BEERS

Description
Core Beer Brands consist of a variety of mainstream pale lager beer brands,
which is the beer-type with the highest penetration and frequency in most
markets. Carlsberg operates with two different types of core beer brands:
International brands such as Tuborg and Carlsberg, which are marketed across
different geographies, and local power brands, such as BeerLao in Laos and
Karhu in Finland.

Market trend
Pale lager beer, such as the pilsner, is seeing limited volume growth or volume
decline across western European markets due to changing consumer behaviour,
evident by a weak volume growth of 1% in the Carlsberg brand in 2017.

OTHERS
8%

CORE BEERS
92%

SHARE OF ’17 VOLUME

2010

Germany

18%
2%

80%

UK
31%

5%

64%

France

5%
2%

93%

Italy

99%

2015

Italy

99%

Germany

19%
4%

77%

UK
32%

63%

1%
4%

France

10%
3%

87%

Lager Dark Beer AFB Stout

CHANGE IN LAGER VOLUMES (LITERS IN MILLION)

Germany
-983

UK
-363

France
-197

Italy
-108
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CRAFT &  
SPECIALITY

Description
Craft & Speciality is a selection of premium brands with varied taste and
style, that differs from the traditional pale lager brew. Examples are different
ales, porter brews and pale ales. The category is comprised both of internation-
al speciality brands, such as Grimbergen and 1664 Blanc, and local craft
beer brands. Craft & Speciality is sold at a premium compared to mainstream
brands.

Market trend
Unlike the overall beer market, the Craft & Speciality segment is experiencing
increased demand due to consumers seeking a premiumized experience when
consuming beer, something they are willing to pay for. As such, in 2017 Carls-
berg saw a 29% volume and revenue growth in the category.

CRAFT & 
SPECIALITY
8%

OTHERS
92%

SHARE OF ’17 REVENUE

SIZE OF CONSUMER SEGMENTS

W
H

AT
 T

H
EY

 B
U

Y

Flirts Followers Fanatics

MICRO
BREWERY

CRAFT
CHAMPIONS

CRAFTY LINE
EXTENSIONS

VOLUME CONSUMPTION 
BASED ON PRODUCT TYPE 
AND CONSUMER SEGMENT

PORTFOLIO SEGMENTS PRICE INDEX

VO
LU

M
E

High

LowIndex
+200

Index
150-180

Index
+120

Accessible Crafty Extensions

Authentic Craft
Champions

Specialties

Accessible Crafty Extensions1st

Speciality2nd

Authentic Craft Champions3rd

Global Local
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ALCOHOL FREE
BREWS

Description
Alcohol-free Brews (AFB) is a range of malt-based beverages with little or no alcohol
content. Most are similar in taste and feel to traditional pale lager brews, such as the
K1664 Blanc in France while others are less traditional with various flavors added, such
as the Utenos Radler 0, a hugely popular grapefruit flavoured beverage in Lithuania.

Market trend
The segment is experiencing growth, driven by a consumer demand for healthier choices
as a result of the global health and wellness trend. Market growth in 2017 is estimated
at 6-7%.

ONLY 
MARGINAL

SHARE OF ’17 REVENUE

75%

57%

42%

36%

26%

19%

19%

13%

1,1%

10%

AFB SHARE OF NATIONAL BEER MARKET

3%

3%

2%

5%

2%

1%

6%

2%

3%

1%

GROWTH, ALL BEER GROWTH, AFB

12,6%

7,1%

4,1%

2,8%

2,7%

2,3%

2,2%

2,2%

1,1%

0,6%

AFB VALUE SHARE

8,5%

6,3%

3,1%

2,2%

3,2%

4,2%

2,4%

1,8%

1,3%

0,3%

AFB VOLUME SHARE

Poland

Bulgaria

Sweden

Russia

UK

Denmark

France

Switzerland

Germany

Norway

Sweden

Germany

Switzerland

Poland

France

Norway

Denmark

Russia

UK

Bulgaria
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TOGETHER  
TOWARDS  
ZERO
In June 2017, Carlsberg set out its ambition to raise the 
sustainability standards in the industry, and subsequent-
ly launched its Together Towards ZERO Programme. 
The ambition is to improve the group’s sustainability 
in line with the UN Sustainable Development goals in 
four key areas: Zero carbon footprint, zero irresponsible 
drinking, zero water waste, and zero accidents culture. 
Each of these is underpinned by individual and measur-
able targets, leading up to 2022 and 2030.

The Together Towards ZERO programme sets indus-
try leading targets for carbon footprint reduction and 
water saving. The programme was developed in part-
nership with leading global experts, such as WWF and 
Carbon Trust, using a science-based approach. The tar-
gets are tailored to the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals which are set to deliver emission reductions that 
align with the Paris Agreement on climate change to 
keep the global temperature rise to 1.5°C by the end of 
this century.

But carbon emissions are emitted through the entire 
Carlsberg supply-chain. Hence, Together Towards 
ZERO targets also include targets to reduce the beer 
in hand emissions. Beer-in-hand emissions refer to 

the full life-cycle carbon footprint of a product, taking 
into account value chain impacts beyond the Carls-
berg Group’s operational control, such as agricultural 
production, transport logistics and retail refrigeration. 
Reducing beer in hand emissions, such as from pack-
aging, requires innovative partnerships with suppliers 
and performance improvements. Thus, it is crucial to 
any sustainable strategy to involve suppliers and other 
stakeholders throughout the value chain in any sustain-
able solution. Carlsberg Group Snap Pack innovation, 
which replaces plastic wrapping for six packs with glue, 
is an example of how Carlsberg innovates together with 
its packaging suppliers to reduce waste. 

6%17% 14% 40% 14% 9%
MALTING 
Malting and 
processing of grains

AGRICULTURE 
Cultivation of ingredients 
such as barley and rice

BREWERIES 
Brewing and manufacturing of our 
products, including refrigerants

PACKAGING 
Production and disposal of 
all packaging materials

DISTRIBUTION
-

ished products from our 
breweries and depots

REFRIGERATION 
Chilling of our drinks 
in bars and shops, 
including refrigerants

THE PROPORTION OF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS  
RELATING TO EACH STAGE IN THE LIFE CYCLE OF OUR PRODUCTS

It is Carlsberg’s target to eliminate carbon emissions 
at its breweries by 2030 and to be using 100% re-
newable electricity by 2022. Through the Carlsberg 
Circular Community, the group is working with its 
partners in the value chain to reduce beer-in-hand 
emissions by 30% by 2030. 

ZERO
CARBON
FOOTPRINT

Carlsberg aims to cut water usage at its breweries  
by half by 2030, effectively eliminating water  
waste from the brewing process. Carlsberg will  
also engage with its partners along the value 
change, to improve water management outside 
selected breweries in high-risk areas.

ZERO
WATER
WASTE

Carlsberg will offer 100% distribution of alcohol- 
free brews by 2022 to expand consumer choice 
for non-alcoholic alternatives. The group will also 
provide responsible drinking messaging, as well as 
nutrition and ingredient information, on all packag-
ing and online.

ZERO
IRRESPONSIBLE
DRINKING

Carlsberg will continue to target a year-on-year 
reduction in the accident rate at its breweries to 
achieve its 2030 target of ZERO lost-time  
accidents.

ZERO
ACCIDENTS
CULTURE

”An idea like the Snap Pack would 
never have come along, were it 
not for our values. If our people 
were only focused on financial 
impact such an idea would have 
never made it through.” 
CEES ‘T HART
CEO
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Since sustainability is an important agenda at the Carlsberg Group, it has also been an 
important part of the Carlsberg laboratory and the research that has been undertaken 
there. This has led to several new innovations coming out of the Carlsberg Research 
and Development department, which can help improve the green agenda at the group. 

Recently Carlsberg launched the “Snap-Pack” a new innovative glue technology that 
helps hold the beers in a six-pack together without the traditional plastic rings. This 
helps keep plastic waste down, and can reduce the plastic usage from six-packs in the 
group by up to 76%. The initiative is estimated to save 1200 tons of plastic every year. 

Another invention is a new type of ink. Printing ink has a major impact on the recy-
clability of packaging material, as it is often recycled along with paper fibers. The 
properties of green printing ink make it one of the worst when it comes to recyclability, 
which, ironically, makes the color green… not very green. Since green is the company 
color of Carlsberg Group, a lot is used every year. Thus, the company invested money 
into developing a new green-silver ink that is “Cradle-to-cradle” certified, which is much 
better for recycling.

Plastic waste is 
challeging biodiver-
sity. The packing 
industry is a big 
contributor to plastic 
pollution, and new 
technologies must 
be found to preserve 
the environment.

OTHER PROGRESS TOWARDS 
THE SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

20%
REDUCTION
IN CARBON
EMISSIONS
SINCE 2015

9
BREWERIES
IN CHINA
STOPPED  
USING COAL

46%
RENEWABLE 
ELECTRICITY

SUSTAINABLE 
INNOVATION 
AT CARLSBERG 
GROUP
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THE DIGITAL  
TRANSFORMATION  
AT CARLSBERG

Solutions aimed at defending 
the existing on-trade business 
of Carlsberg – E.g. a seamless 
webshop for bar owners.

New inventions that radically change the 
dynamics of the on-trade environment  
– E.g. Home delivery or office fridges 
with payment through smart phone.

Services and added-value that 
can set Carlsberg apart from 
its competitors – E.g. predictive 
refilling of bars.

GOALS
WHEN DEVELOPING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS, CARLSBERG 
AIMS TO FULFILL ONE OR MORE OF THESE GOALS

“Few years ago, telecom and breweries 
were equally digital. How many analog 
phones do you see today? I believe  
the same will be true for breweries  
in the future.” 
 CEES ‘T HART
 CEO

DEFEND DISRUPTDIFFERENTIATE

s part of the SAIL ‘22 strategy, Carlsberg 
has increased its focus on leveraging 
digital capabilities. As it is a very de-cen-

tralized organization, Carlsberg has more than 500 
different ongoing digital projects. While many of these 
are great in terms of the value they create, projects are 
often overlapping as needs are similar across markets, 
and could often be run more efficiently. 

In order to systemize and drive the digital agenda, 
Carlsberg has initiated several digital initiatives known 
as Lighthouses. Lighthouses are projects that address  
high-impact, strategically important areas with multi- 
market potential, such as customer engagement, 
distribution or e-commerce. The goal is to improve 
Carlsberg’s competitive position, and to stay at the 
forefront of innovation within the industry. Unlike the 

incubator model used by many large corporations, 
in which small teams are tasked with disrupting the 
traditional business almost as an external start-up, the 
Lighthouses are intended to work as projects deeply 
ingrained within the company. This is to ensure the 
relevance of the business issue in question, and to 
minimize integration and roll-out difficulties. 

From a strategic perspective, the reasoning for adding 
developing capabilities further is simple: if Carlsberg 
is able to provide additional value to on-trade clients 
in the form of various services and opportunities, this 
can be leveraged to avoid competing solely on price 
when capturing new clients or re-negotiating contracts, 
increasing the value of each liter of beer sold. In the 
following, some of the Lighthouses currently being 
developed by Carlsberg will be presented.
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DRAUGHT 
MASTER

HOW IT WORKS

0201
Compressed air is pumped into 

the pressure chamber.

By not adding CO2, your 
costs are reduced, there is less 

maintenance and nothing  
comes into contact with the  

beer, keeping it pure.

The keg is squeezed and fresh 
beer is pressed out.

DraughtMaster’s closed system 
increases freshness from under 
a week to over a month when 

compared with steel kegs.

Beer is pushed through the tap 
to create the perfect beer.

With flexible, semi-automatic 
line cleaning and one-way kegs, 
DraughtMaster keeps the beer 

fresh and your life simple.

03
1.
Compressed air 
is pumped into 
the pressure 
champer.

2.
The keg is squeezed 
and fresh beer is 
pressed out.

3.
Beer is pushed 
through the tap to 
create the perfect 
beer.

HOW IT WORKS

DraughtMaster is a proprietary keg-system developed by Carlsberg. 
Traditionally, once a keg is opened in an on-trade outlet, the beer 
must be consumed within four days to ensure its freshness, after 
which keg must be changed. This means that bars and restaurants 
can only offer beer on tap for brews that are in high demand, as the 
keg must be emptied often to avoid waste. Traditionally, the beer in a 
keg is pushed out by injecting CO² into the keg. DraughtMaster uses 
compressed air to create pressure in the keg, pushing out beer with-
out adding CO². This way, the beer does not come into contact with 
surrounding air, increasing the life of a DraughMaster keg to an im-
pressive 30 days. Bars and outlets using DraughtMaster are therefore 
able to offer a much wider selection of tap beer. This, in turn, benefits 
Carlsberg as these are higher margin products. The system is also a 
key lever in Carlsberg’s premiumization efforts across Western Europe. 
This is due to the fact that additional beers added will often be Craft 
& Specialty, allowing Carlsberg offer more high-value products to 
customers. 

As the system allows on-trade establishments to differentiate their 
offerings, Carlsberg is able to charge a premium compared to regular 
keg-systems. Additionally, the systems allow for monitoring of  
beer-flow, and the ambition is that this will enable Carlsberg to  
utilize data gathered from outlets. 
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CRAFTED 
BY

CRAFTED BY is a small brewery located near Carlsberg’s headquarters in 
Copenhagen and allows consumers to brew their own, personal beer. By 
choosing several parameters on a scale from 1-5, consumers can achieve 
their preferred strength, color and bitterness. After finishing the brew, a 
personal label is designed, naming the beer as well as the “brewmaster”. 
The beers are then sent directly to the consumer’s address. The service is 
also provided to companies wishing to celebrate a special event, or simply 
looking to treat employees with a personalized beer.

The importance of personalization is also seen among on-trade clients. In 
an attempt to renew the lead-generation process, an internal team recently 
began pulling Danish VAT registrations to detect new bars well in advance 
of them opening. By sending the bar owner a personalized beer with a 
message of congratulations for his or her new business, Carlsberg has seen 
conversion rates of 36% on this initiative. 
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CLOSING
REMARKS

n a market where consumer behavior is setting a limit to the growth 
in beer consumed, it is imperative for Carlsberg to maximize the value 
of every liter of beer brewed. As consumers demand high-quality 

brews and premium experiences, breweries will need to adapt not only 
their product offering, but also the way in which products are brought to 
market, as well as how data on consumption is leveraged. Successfully 
expanding the on-trade presence or finding other high-value channels 
in Europe will therefore be a key ingredient to remaining relevant as the 
market evolves.

Carlsberg is in a unique position to capitalize on these dynamics, with a 
strong brand portfolio and a clear vision to benefit not only shareholders, 
but society as a whole. And with Funding the Journey recently finalized, it 
is now time to decide which investments and initiatives will be needed to 
secure the long-term success of the group. 

This why you are tasked with developing a business strategy for Carlsberg 
to disrupt the on-trade scene to secure revenue growth in Europe. Such a 
strategy could involve new digital offerings to on-trade outlets, new reve-
nue models, new products or targeting new customers and new outlets. 

“It is in on-trade where consumers will meet new  
innovations, where they will taste new products before 
they will buy them in the off-trade. We look forward to 
see innovative solutions that excite our consumers and 
customers – ideas to revitalize the on-trade sale would 
be fantastic.” 
 CEES ’T HART
 CEO
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APPENDIX
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MARKET SHARE BY BRAND TYPE
WESTERN EUROPE 2015
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CARBON EMISSIONS AND WATER CONSUMPTION  
OF CARLSBERG AND COMPETITORS

CARLSBERG’S SUSTAINABILITY GOALS 
BY THE NUMBERS
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LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION

Interactive financials tool
https://carlsberggroup.com/investor-relations/shares/interactive-analysis-tool/

Overview of the full product portfolio
https://carlsberggroup.com/beers-you-love/

Annual report
https://carlsberggroup.com/media/28928/carlsberg-as-2018-annual-report.pdf

Capital market day presentation
https://carlsberggroup.com/media/20136/carlsberg-group-cmd_12-10-17_final.pdf

Sustainability report
https://carlsberggroup.com/media/28929/carlsberg-sustainability-report-2018.pdf

Draughtmaster
https://www.draughtmaster.com/

Crafted By
https://craftedby.com/about

Sustainable inventions at Carlsberg Group
https://carlsberggroup.com/pursuit-of-better/better-tomorrow/snap-pack/




